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Last Updated on 14 April, 2022 Deep Rock Galactic Hidden Achievements – Guide 100% – Full list of hidden or secret achievements and how to unlock or complete all of themContents1 Deep Rock Galactic Hidden Achievements – Full List2 FAQ Full list of hidden or secret achievements and how to unlock or complete all of them: Advanced Robotics:
Purchase a Mod in every tier for Bosco Barrel Kicker: Kick¡ ten barrels into the hoop without a single miss Big Spender: Pay for 25 rounds at the Abyss Bar Bosco, You’re The Best: Complete 100 Solo missions Darwin Award: Sacrifice yourself to the Barrel Hoop while intoxicated Designated Decoy: Take the most damage from a Dreadnought (out of
your whole team) Disc Jockey: Play 25 songs on the jukebox (each one until the end) Exploring My Options: Unlock a new primary and secondary weapon for the same character Foreign Objects in the Launch Bay: Kick every barrel into the Launch Bay Happy Feet: Spend at least an hour shaking your money maker Hit ’em Where It Hurts: Score 1000
weakspot hits I Like It Down Here: Stay in a mission for an hour or longer. It’s My Party: Host and complete 50 team missions Lone Wolf: Complete 10 solo missions Party Time!: Throw a toast to good music (while in a full team) Self Control: Play 10 consecutive missions without kicking a single barrel on the Space Rig State Of The Art: Purchase a
Mod in every tier for one of each upgradable item in the Equipment Terminal for the same character That’s Not How You Play This Game: Throw a beer mug into the barrel hoop The A-Team: Through skillfull maneuvering, you put a barrel in every seat in the Drop Pod Time Well Spent: You stuffed every single barrel on the Space Rig into the Drop
Pod What Are These Things?: Collected 5 mysterious alien artifacts (x5 Error Cubes) Without A Paddle: Be the last dwarf standing, with no primary or secondary ammo left, when a Dreadnought spawns Deep Rock Galactic Hidden or Secret Achievements are a special set of achievements not visible to the player. These achievements only become
visible if the specified requirements are metTip: hooking in BarrelsOther Hidden Achievements guides:Other Deep Rock Galactic Guides: Perks Guide Promotion Guide Cross Platform Best Mods Trophies and Achievements I began rereading the paperbacks on my bookshelf in an attempt to incorporate any type of stimulation that doesn’t involve a
screen. (I also took up cross-stitching.) As I cracked open Cal Newport’s Deep Work: Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World for a second pass, I realized just how relevant this book is to me right now. Like most of the world, I am distracted. Between rapid COVID-19 developments, Black Lives Matter making us come to terms with our
privilege, and a looming presidential election, it’s hard not to be.Four years after its release, Deep Work boomeranged back into my hands at a time when singular focus feels both impossible and selfish. But in a world that shows no signs of neutralizing anytime soon, professionals must take the art of uninterrupted focus into their own hands. More
than ever before, deep concentration is the skill of the future.The reread inspired me to put my learnings to the test with my own mini-experiment. For an entire week, I carved out two hours each morning for deep work. Here are four observations I had along the way.To make space for depth, squash the shallowIf deep work is complete concentration
on a single, cognitively demanding task, shallow work includes any minor tasks you do that don’t require total concentration. Think: organizing your inbox, sending a colleague a question (or in my case, a perfectly curated GIF) in Slack, scheduling meetings—anything logistical that doesn’t provide much value to your overall career goals.I went into
the experiment thinking my biggest shallow work distraction would inevitably be emailing. After all, the average American spends a staggering 2.6 hours on email each day. While refraining from email was definitely a challenge, I found there were so many other distractions to compete with it: Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Voxer—the list goes on.
And don’t even get me started on the magnetic vortex that is TikTok.I quickly realized that push notifications were my number one enemy, which research reveals is not that surprising. Data collected from 50,000 workers by RescueTime revealed that the average knowledge worker checks their communication tools every six minutes. I knew that if I
was ever going to get deep work done, I’d need to turn off all notifications and log out of email, which leads me to my next learning.Embrace the learning curveI thought the novelty of my experiment would give me a running start on day one. But I quickly discovered my usual focus triggers had badly atrophied, and I hadn’t factored in how others are
relying on me both in my personal and professional settings.Taking Newport’s advice, I set up a preparation routine each morning to ease myself into deep work.Make sure any urgent demands are squared away: If you’re like me, it’s really hard to concentrate knowing you have unread emails sitting in your inbox. Get those and any other urgent
demands addressed before diving into a deep work session. You want to enter your deep work session with peace of mind.Alert your colleagues or family/roommates: Just because you’re going quiet doesn’t mean the people in your life will. You need to voice to those around you when you’re having your deep work sessions. Send your colleagues an
email or Slack message. If you’ve returned to working in an office, another option is to post a physical “do not disturb” sign. In any case, clearly dictate the start and finish time of when you’ll be out of pocket.Turn off and log out of everything: Log out of your email and social media accounts to avoid the temptation to check them. Turn off your push
notifications on your laptop and phone. You can also leave your phone in a different room or put it on silent. (This gave me separation anxiety, which was sad, but also very telling of my bad habits.)Have a goal and deadline for your sessionUse deep work periods to focus on what Newport calls the “wildly important” and make sure not to go into the
week with no direction on what you want to accomplish. I started by doing a brain dump of all the projects I had in mind but kept putting on the back burner in my business. From there, I picked one goal and divided it up into different tasks or stages to execute during my bursts of “deep work.”The reason Newport suggests setting a goal is pretty
straightforward. When your brain knows the outcome of what you’re trying to achieve, it remains focused on that activity until it’s completed. Taking a big goal and dividing it into smaller pieces maintains momentum because with each small task completed your brain receives a spike in dopamine. That surge of euphoria you feel when you cross
something off your to-do list? You’re not imagining it. It’s actually a chemical reaction happening in your brain.Your deep work time doesn’t have to be conducted while sitting at your desk. Newport notes that physical exercise and meditation can help when trying to work out concepts, as they increase focus and attention.Not only does exercise
increase blood flow to the brain, but it’s actually been found to boost the size of the hippocampus, an area of the brain critical for learning and memory. Being able to go for a jog or walk my puppy while processing valuable concepts for my business was such an eye-opener. It was as if my type A personality needed Newport’s permission to engage in
some “me time” during the workday. Turns out, it really worked.If you’re struggling to get your head back in the game right now, know that you’re not alone. And deep work doesn’t have to mean that you disengage from what’s happening in the world. If anything, being rigorous with your focus will help you be more active and energized for activism,
not less. If you’re looking to hit the reset button for the second half of the year, consider some of these tips to tap into deep work and stay inspired.Nick Wolny is a former classically-trained musician and a current online marketing strategist for small business owners, experts, and entrepreneurs. Hello, Miners, in this guide you will find a
comprehensive list of all unlockable achievements in Deep Rock Galactic including the ones that are hidden. There are a total of 67 achievements in Deep Rock Galactic 45 being visible and 22 being hidden. That said if you keep reading you will find out what you need to do to complete 100% of all achievements in this game. Full Visible Deep Rock
Galactic Achievement List Before we begin please note that some Deep Rock Galactic achievements will be incompletable until you reached a certain point within the game. For example, several achievements are tied to Deep Dives which are only available until the player has promoted their first dwarf. With that out of the way here is every
achievement and how to complete them in Deep Rock Galactic. To start our guide off we will first list all 45 visible achievements for the game an then go into the 22 hidden achievements. That said, here is the full list below. Visible Achievement How To Complete Miner Complete your first mission in Deep Rock Galactic. Barrel Rider To complete this
achievement just ride any of the barrels scattered around the space rig for three seconds. Big Game Hunter Kill a total of 40 Glyphid Dreadnoughts that can be found in elimination missions. Bring Your A-Game This achievement is completed when the player successfully completes a level 3 hazard mission from start to finish without any players going
down or calling any supply drops. Approved Greenbeard The player must complete their first assignment. These are short quests that can be accepted at the assignment board in the space rig. Car Pool To complete this achievement, ride a Silicate Harvester with three other players without falling off, and kill a total of five enemies while on the
harvester. You can find Silicate Harvesters floating around in the Dense Biozone, Fungus Bogs, Radioactive and the Exclusion Zone biomes. Corporate Climber Promote any two of the four dwarf classes at least once. Deep For Speed Complete a Deep Dive within a time span of 45 minutes. Consistent Performance Complete three level 3 hazard
missions in a row. Employee Of The Month Complete four level 4 hazard missions in a row Farmer Ride the Silicate Harvester for thirty seconds without falling off. Expert Miner Complete a total of 100 missions. Elite Diver Complete an elite rank, Deep Dive. Going Deeper Complete your first Deep Dive. Full Team Ahead Promote all four dwarf classes
at least once. Feelin’ Perky Unlock a total of 10 perks nodes at the KPI terminal. Gold-Tier Employee Earn your first gold promotion. Going Lethal Complete any Hazard Level 5 mission successfully. Hat Trick Promote any three of the four dwarf classes at least once. Hi Ho, Silver – Away! Ride the M.U.L.E (molly) for 15 seconds without falling off.
Good Shepherd Complete a total of 25 missions where at least 1 player is 10 ranks lower than your dwarf ‘s current rank. Karl Would Be Proud Complete a hazard level 5 mission from start to finish without ordering any supply drops. If Only I Got Paid For This… In the barrel hoop game found next to the bar, get a score of 3000 by only kicking 100
times. Just Another Bug Hunt Kill or help kill two dreadnoughts in an elimination mission in 30 seconds on hazard 3 difficulty or higher. Jeweler Collect a total of 100 Bittergems Legendary Miner Complete 500 missions in Deep Rock Galactic Mini Fixer Fix a total of 50 mini M.U.L.E.S in salvage missions. Management Approves Complete over 25
missions in Deep Rock Galactic Legendary-Team Earn gold promotions for all of the four dwarf classes. Movin’ On Up Promote any of the four dwarf classes at least once. Like A Well-Oiled Machine Complete a hazard level 4 mission from start to finish without ordering any supply drops. Mutated Scavenger Complete over 20 missions with warning
mutators from start to finish. Mustacho Purchase over five mustaches for one character. Performance Matters Complete a total of 10 Milestones. Now We Have A BET-C Defeat a BET-C and then fix it. Pest Control Kill or help kill two dreadnoughts in an elimination mission in five minutes on hazard 3 difficulty or higher. See You Later, Detonator! Kill
or help kill over 20 Bulk Detonators. Silver-Tier Employee Earn your first Sliver promotion.. Prospector Collect a total of 20 Compressed Gold Chunks. Pro-Team Earn Sliver promotions for all of the four dwarf classes. Rock Solid Complete five level 5 hazard missions in a row. Veteran Diver Complete a total of 5 Deep Dives of any variation. ThickSkinned Finish a level 4 hazard mission from start to finish . Stepping It Up Finish a level 3 hazard mission from start to finish. Total Makeover Customize all accessory options for any character. Full Hidden Achievement List Now here are all 22 of the hidden Deep Rock Galactic Achievements. Unlike the Visible Achievements, some of these look
relatively easy to complete and don’t have any additional requirements in order to complete them. Furthermore with these last 22 achievements we have arrived at the end of our list for all Deep Rock Galactic Achievements. Hidden Achievement How To Complete Designated Decoy Take the most damage from a Dreadnought out all players in a
mission. Lone Wolf Complete 10 missions while solo Bosco, You’re The Best Complete 100 missions while solo Big Spender Pay for 25 rounds of drinks at the Abyss Bar. Barrel Kicker Kick 10 barrels into the hoop without missing in the barrel kicking mini game. Darwin Award Kill yourself in the barrel hoop while drunk Foreign Objects in the Launch
Bay Kick all barrels in the spacerig into the launch bay Disc Jockey Play over 25 songs on the jukebox from start to finish. Hit ’em Where It Hurts scored over 1000 weakspot hits. Exploring My Options Unlock a new primary and secondary weapon for a dwarf character. Happy Feet Spend an hour dancing at the jukebox. It’s My Party Host and
complete over 50 missions. Party Time Throw a toast while music is playing on the jukebox and while in a full team. Without A Paddle Be the last player standing with no ammo for all weapons when a dreadnought spawns. Self Control Play 10 missions in a row without kicking any barrels on the space rig (this is probably impossible don’t even bother)
That’s Not How You Play This Game Throw a beer mug into the barrel hoop in the barrel kicking mini game. The A-Team Put a barrel in every seat of the drop pod. Time Well Spent Cram every barrel in the space rig into the drop pod. What Are These Things? Collect 5 mysterious alien artifacts State Of The Art Purchase a Mod in every tier for one of
each upgradable item in the Equipment Terminal for one dwarf character Advanced Robotics Purchase a mod in every tier for Bosco I Like It Down Here Spend one hour or longer in a mission. That’s all 67 of The Deep Rock Galactic Achievements and how to complete them, we hope this guide has been helpful and provided the answers you were
looking for. Please let us know in the comments below what you thought about our list and if you have any feedback on what you think could be further improved. Until next time miners and don’t forget to share this awesome guide!
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